Heavy ion inertial fusion (HIF) is an inertial confinement fusion method driven by heavy ion beams. The HIF requires a huge particle accelerator. Therefore, the cost of particle accelerator has influence on the total cost, and the cost estimation is important.
The particle accelerator cost depends on the system configuration. In several accelerator configurations for HIF, linear accelerator [1] and recirculator [2] systems were proposed and were estimated for the cost.
In this study, economics of HIF system is researched from the viewpoint of the accelerator cost. We compared the cost estimations for the linear accelerator and recirculator systems, and visualized it to consider the relationship between the components. The components at each system are categorized with common reference. Table 1 shows the percentage in cost comparison for Refs. [1] and [2] . The entire cost depends on the cost of total accelerating system. Further, among the accelerating system, the cost of induction cell is especially expensive -namely, induction cell is important component that decide the total cost. Figure 1 Example of network visualization of components Figure 1 shows an example of the visualization for component network of accelerator system by using Gephi [3] for Ref. [1] . The circle size indicates the cost percentage at each component. The influential component for higher cost is found from the visualization of component network.
